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‘US Demarche on Pakistan Reprocessing Plant,’ US Embassy Spain Cable 13257 to State Department
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British ambassador’s meeting with Spanish Under Secretary of Foreign Affairs to discuss the UK demarche on inverter exports. Under Secretary agrees to cooperate and block all loopholes.
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E.O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: MNUC, TECH, PK
SUBJECT: US DEMARCHE ON PAKISTANI REPROCESSING PLANT

REF: STATE 819627 MADRID 13257

BRITISH AMBASSADOR HAS NOW MADE SEPARATE APPROACH TO
UNDER SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS NEW. BRITISH
EMBASSY TELLS US THAT PUTG STRONGLY AGREED WITH POINTS
MADE BY BRITISH AMBASSADOR, AND SAID IT WAS IMPORTANT
TO BLOCK ALL POSSIBLE LONPHOLES. HE WOULD SPEAK TO THE
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CHAIRMAN OF THE APPROPRIATE SPANISH TECHNICAL BODY AS
WELL AS DIRECTLY WITH MINISTER OF INDUSTRY RODRIGUEZ
SAMAGUN, TODMAN
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